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IN HONOUR OF MIKE NOCK 
 
by John Clare* 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This piece was received from John Clare on June 25, 2017.] 
 

he great Mike Nock and I are, within months, the same age, and so is John 
Pochée. All born in 1940. Pochée has suffered ill health and whatever meagre 
talent I possess has shrunk under a series of shocks over the past few years. At 

the time of writing Nock alone was in full cry. Perhaps better than ever. I believe he 
has been studying a kind of pianistic yoga whereby you grow closer, more intimate, 
with your chosen musical instrument - or any other piano you are called upon to 
play. More aware of its presence in relation to your own. More vividly engaged. 
 
Nock is a small man with sharp, keen features. I remember Nock when he first 
arrived from New Zealand. Sharp lines already cut his face in those days. His eyes 
screwed shut and his passion was like agony. He drove himself and his trio so hard 
that queues formed around the block to hear and be part of it in El Rocco up the  top 
of William Street, Kings Cross. Instead of the Coca Cola sign in those days a big neon 
arrow pumped tirelessly through a neon Dunlop Tyre. In the club a woman called  
 

 
 
The 3-Out Trio, L-R, Chris Karan, Freddie Logan, Mike Nock: queues formed 
around the block to hear and be part of it in El Rocco… 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
*John Clare has written on diverse topics for most major Australian publications. He 
has published four books: Bodgie Dada: Australian Jazz Since 1945; Low Rent; 
Why Wangaratta?: Ten Years Of The Wangaratta Festival of Jazz; and Take Me 
Higher.  His website is at  http://johnclare.extempore.com.au/ 
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Babs used to moan strangely as the band's momentum mounted. Nock recalled this 
when I interviewed him some time ago. Suddenly I remembered it too. The drummer 
then was Chris Karan whom I met a year or so later in London, where Chris was the 
drummer in Dudley Moore's excellent trio. The bassist was Freddie Logan. Some 
have told me he came here from England. According to some it was the Netherlands. 
I have never seen him again. 
 

 
 
Mike Nock… PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ REAL BOOK 
 
I see Mike Nock playing quite often these days, with a trio or an ensemble for which 
he has written brilliantly.  Also communing solo with the piano, presumably in yogaic 
mode. Something is happening I can assure you of that. There are startling 
dissonances and passages of soft glowing intimacy in which the piano's percussive 
and harp-like singing qualities are blended or fused yet brilliantly articulated. 
Percussive and flowing is what I am saying, like running but sharply engaged water, 
with lines projected upward by rocks and funky gravel. Resistance lines. The 
hunched postural component of Nock's performance is almost certainly unconscious. 
Part of it is quite likely derived from an awkwardness that has never left him when 
talking or playing publically. Oh yes, he has his jokes, and he laughs self-consciously 
when delivering them. The accent he acquired from 20 years playing at the top level 
in America is still there. Be very attentive. You are watching and hearing something 
very direct. From the core. From the soul. 
 
 

 
 
Mike Nock: you are watching and hearing something very direct. From the core. 
From the soul…. PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ REAL BOOK 
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Paul Grabowsky sat beside him once in North Sydney and pointed. "That's him," he 
declared. He inspired us all. 
 
Last time I heard Mike Nock in the night he played some passages of authentic stride 
piano. “Well Mike was always one for the groove," said drummer Cameron Reid. 
Stride piano, like boogie, is based on repeated rhythmic figures (well you all know 
what boogie is) which nevertheless transmogrify by increments. Boogie rolls and 
undulates but stride bounds up and down over the span of a big hand from finger to 
thumb. Small hands and all Nock certainly made those big slapstick figures tromp, 
but he also played them soft as felt, like the tumble of two softly dressed martial 
artists in a padded room. 
 

 
 
The great Mike Nock: he is inside and outside all traditions… 
 
Davis Samson remarked, "He is inside and outside all traditions". 
 
Melbourne guitarist Steve Magnusson once stepped down from SIMA'S  Sound 
Lounge stage and saw us sitting companionably. "Wow, it's great to see you," he said. 
"We're the best," I said.  
 
It was a joke. It was nevertheless half serious. The Mike Nock's half. 
 
And me? Well right now I am looking into blackness from my new flat. And the light 
rail, with its lights flashing as it crosses Wentworth Park along the curving viaduct by 
the water… And the rain has suddenly begun to splatter and crash on corrugated 
iron. And as quickly it sheds volume and begins to patter lightly and wherever it 
strikes it sounds the same. Over all the world. Softly falling. Falling softly on the Bog 
of Allen. And I remember I still have some James Joyce despite the firebombing of 
my old flat. Books are hard to burn. I hope they are still giving Hitler trouble.   
 


